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A B S T R A C T   

The paper presents a procedure of estimating the efficiency of exciton splitting at ED/EA interface. The procedure 
consists in evaluation of splitting of excitons into electron-hole pairs on the basis of the external quantum ef-
ficiency spectra of planar cells and spectra of absorbance of active organic layers. The fitting parameters are the 
exciton splitting probabilities at ED/EA interface. The presented procedure was applied to two different 
photovoltaic systems: ITO/MoO3/DBP/PTCBI/BCP/Ag and ITO/MoO3/DBP/F16ZnPc/BCP/Ag with quite similar 
energy diagrams at the ED/EA interface. The analysis performed led us to the conclusion that only the DBP/ 
PTCBI interface can be considered attractive for organic photovoltaics and organic photodetection, while the 
DBP/F16ZnPc interface does not show any favourable properties for such applications.   

1. Introduction 

Three to five percent less, the limit of power conversion efficiency of 
single-junction organic photovoltaic cells is estimated lower than that of 
single-junction semiconductor cells [1–6]. These three to five percent 
are related to the need to create appropriate conditions for the dissoci-
ation of an exciton to electron-hole pair [2,6–9]. Davydov-Frenkel ex-
citons, which are generated in organic materials, are tightly bound and 
do not dissociate spontaneously into electron-hole pairs [2,6–8,10]. 
However, with an appropriate offset at the electron donor (ED)/electron 
acceptor (EA) interface, the exciton reaching this interface can trans-
form into charge-transfer (CT) pair with an electron on the EA molecule 
and a hole on the ED molecule [1,5,11–13]. If this CT state successfully 
dissociates, we get an electron that penetrates EA and a hole that pen-
etrates ED. If the ED and EA layers are equipped with properly selected 
electrodes, that is, the hole-collecting electrode (HCE) on the ED layer 
and the electron-collecting electrode (ECE) on the EA layer, it can be 
said that there are suitable conditions for generating the photovoltaic 
current in the device. This current is created by electrons moving in EA 
from ED/EA junction to ECE and holes moving in ED from ED / EA 
junction to HCE. 

The appropriate set of energy levels is obtained for materials whose 
transport levels provide the sufficient energy gap between the electron- 
transporting level (ETL) in EA and the hole-transporting level (HTL) in 
ED. Simultaneously, the HTL in the EA should be below the HTL in the 

ED, and the ETL in ED should be above the ETL in the EA. Such an energy 
diagram is necessary to generate photovoltaic current in excitonic cells, 
because then the excitons reaching the ED/EA interface may spontane-
ously dissociate into the appropriate CT states [2,3,6,14–16]. In organic 
layers the ETL and HTL are often named as LUMO and HOMO, respec-
tively. However, it is worth emphesizing that energies of electron levels 
in organic layers are not equal to energies of electron states in single 
molecules. The problem of splitting an exciton into free charge carriers is 
currently quite widely discussed in the literature, e.g. [14–18]. Experi-
mental studies show, however, that the presence of an appropriate en-
ergy structure at the ED/EA junction does not guarantee an efficient 
photovoltaic process. The splitting of the excitons reaching the ED/EA 
junction into free carriers is obviously determined by exciton kinetics 
occurring at ED/EA interfaces. Important stage in this process is gen-
eration of CT states with the electron on the molecule of EA and the hole 
on the molecule of ED. Additionaly, the splitting of excitons at the ED/ 
EA junction can be suppressed by additional surface quantum states at 
the interface. These states can quench excitons directly or by trapping 
them earlier, they can also trap charge carriers at the interface and thus 
create unfavourable recombination centres [6, 8, 14, and 19]. So in 
general, the appropriate energy relation of the transport levels in ED and 
EA is a necessary but not sufficient condition to assess the possibility of 
using a specific ED/EA junction in a photovoltaic system. 

Research on organic photovoltaic cells is currently conducted mainly 
on bulk structures, usually denoted as ED:EA. In such structures, the ED/ 
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EA interface is highly developed and very irregular. This research di-
rection is dictated by a too short exciton diffusion length in relation to 
the layer thickness necessary for adequate absorbance of incident radi-
ation [19–22]. In bulk structures, theoretically, all excitons generated in 
active layers can reach the ED/EA interface during their lifetime. 
However, assessment of the effectiveness of splitting an exciton into an 
electron-hole pair becomes quite difficult. Therefore, before moving on 
to the tedious optimization of a system, it is worth using a tool that 
would allow an experimentally assessment of the effectiveness of split-
ting excitons in structures with an ED/EA junction. 

In this work, we suggest an evaluation of splitting of excitons into 
electron-hole pairs on the basis of the external quantum efficiency 
spectra (EQE) of planar cells and spectra of absorbance of active layers. 
As we will show, in planar systems it is easy to separate EQE into indi-
vidual processes, which in turn lead from the absorption of photons to 
the generation of a short-circuit current. We will use the presented 
approach to evaluate two junctions with quite similar ED/EA energy 
diagrams. 

In the systems under study the role of ED was played by DBP (tet-
raphenyldibenzoperiflanthene) layer. This is a material of high values of 
VIS absorption coefficient and relatively high value of exciton diffusion 
length in vacuum deposited layers [23–28]. F16ZnPc (perfluorinated 
zinc phthalocyanine) [29] and PTCBI (perylenetetracarboxylic bisben-
zimidazole) [7,30] were used as EA material. Both materials have a 
wider absorption band than DBP and an energy diagrams suitable for 
efficient exciton dissociation at the ED/EA interface can be seen for both 
the junctions with DBP, namely for DBP/F16ZnPc and for DBP/PTCBI. 
Moreover, both the junctions could be an alternative for fullerene solar 
cells, that are of poor thermal and air stability [31,32]. 

2. Theoretical backgroud 

In organic photovoltaic cells, as for semiconductor cells, the gener-
ation of electron-hole pair is usually a one-photon process. It means that 
one photon can generate no more than one electron-hole pair. The 
definition of external quantum efficiency takes the form: 

EQE =
Jsc
eIo

(1) 

where e– elementary charge, Io– surface density of photon flux 
incident on a cell, Jsc – density of short-circuit current. 

Taking into account the subsequent steps leading to the formation of 
the electron-hole pair in excitonic cells, the EQE value can be presented 
as the following product: 

EQE = ηtransition × ηph− ex × ηGex − ϕex × ηsplitting (2) 

where ηtransition – effective transmittance coefficient of all the layers 
that must be penetrated by radiation before reaching active organic 
layer, ηph− ex –exciton generation efficiency, ηGex − ϕex 

– probability that the 
exciton will reach the ED/EA interface, ηsplitting – probability that the 
exciton reaching the ED/EA interface will split into an electron-hole 
pair. 

The coefficient ηtransition is defined as the ratio of flux density of 
photons reaching the organic active layer 1 (Io1) to flux density of 
photons incident on the cell (Io). This will then be determined by 
transmittance of the radiation across successive interfaces, namely air- 
electrode, electrode-buffer layer, buffer layer-organic active layer. In 
addition, the absorption of radiation in both outer layers, the buffer and 
the outer electrode, can also reduce value of this coefficient. In the case 
when outer electrode is deposited on a transparent substrate, the sub-
strate also affects the ηtransition value. 

The coefficient ηph− ex is defined as the ratio of the amount of excitons 
generated per unit time interval in organic layers per unit area of the cell 
to the photon flux density entering the outer active organic layer. It 
expresses the probability that a photon entering active layers will 

generate an exciton. In the exciton bands, absorption of a photon leads 
to generation of an exciton. If there is no other types of absorption, the 
coefficient ηph− ex can be directly derived from the absorbance (ABS) of 
the organic layers: 

ηph− ex = 1 − 10− (ABS1+ABS2) (3) 

where ABS1 and ABS2 are absorbance of the layer 1 and the layer 2, 
respectively. Thereafter, the layer which the light penetrates first will be 
denoted by subscript 1. The layer 2 is the layer into which the radiation 
penetrates after passing through layer 1. The structure of the sample and 
the reference x-axis is shown in Fig. 1. 

The ηGex − ϕex 
factor is defined as the ratio of the exciton flux density 

reaching the ED/EA interface to the amount of excitons generated per 
unit time interval in active organic layers per unit area of the cell. This 
coefficient can be presented in the form: 

ηGex − ϕex =
ϕ1 + |ϕ2|

Io1(1 − 10− (ABS1+ABS2))
(4) 

where ϕ1 and ϕ2 are the densities of exciton flux reaching the ED/EA 
interface from the side of the layer 1 and from the side of the layer 2, 
respectively. Fluxes of ϕ1 and ϕ2 are determined by the distribution of 
excitons in organic layers, and this distribution depends on exciton 
generation rate distribution, exciton lifetime (τ) and the exciton diffu-
sion length (L) as well as on the interaction of excitons with the surfaces 
of the layers. In excitonic photovoltaic cells, the advantageous situation 
is that the excitons reaching the electrodes are fully reflected, which 
should be provided by selected buffer layers. On the other hand, excitons 
reaching the ED/EA interface should encounter an appropriate set of 
energy levels that will allow the efficient splitting of the excitons into 
electron-hole pairs. However, even when exciton splitting does not 
occur with high efficiency, the presence of quantum states with energy 
lower than the exciton energy usually leads to effective quenching of 
excitons. Therefore, it can be assumed that excitons reaching the ED/EA 
interface are completly quenched. Due to the solution of exciton 
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Fig.1. Structure of a planar organic photovoltaic cell, assuming that the outer 
active organic layer (layer 1) is made of ED material and the inner active layer 
(layer 2) is made of EA material. The active layer are provided with buffer 
layers, namely layer 1 with the buffer layer B1 and layer 2 with the buffer layer 
B2. The thickness of layer 1 is d1 and the thickness of layer 2 is d2. The origin of 
x-axis is located at the B1/layer 1 interface. The vertical axis presents both 
concentration of excitons in arbitrary unit and exciton generation rate in 
arbitrary unit. Brown line schematically shows the distribution of exciton 
generation rate, i.e. the first term on the left in (5), and yellow line shows the 
exciton distribution in active layers of the cell, i.e. the solution of (5) under the 
boundary conditions (6) and (7). 
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diffusion equation: 

κiIoiexp( − κix) −
1
τi
Si(x) − Di

d2Si(x)
dx2 = 0 (5) 

under the following boundary conditions for layer 1 

dS1(x)
dx

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
x=0

= 0 and S1(d1) = 0 (6) 

and for layer 2 

S2(d1) = 0 and
dS2(x)
dx

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
x=d1+d2

= 0 (7) 

we can find the formula for ϕ1 i ϕ2 from: 

ϕ1 = − D1
dS1(x)
dx

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒x→d−1 (8)  

ϕ2 = − D2
dS2(x)
dx

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒x→d+1

(9) 

where i = 1 refers to layer 1 and i = 2 to layer 2, S1(x) and S2(x) are 
exciton concentrations in the layers, κ1 and κ2 are the linear absorption 
coefficients, d1 and d2 are layer thicknesses, τ1 and τ2 are exciton life-
times in the layers, D1 and D2 are diffusion coefficients defined as D1 =

L2
1/τ1 i D2 = L2

2/τ2. The value Ioi expresses the flux density of photons 
entering the i-th layer. Neglecting reflection of light at ED/EA interface 
we can take Io2 = Io1exp(− κ1d1). 

In discussion on exciton kinetics at ED/EA interface the Q parameter 
is taken into consideration [14,16]. This parameter characterizes the 
surface quenching of excitons generated in the i-th layer and it is defined 
as: 

Qi = 1 −
SiwithED/EA
SiwithoutED/EA

(10) 

where SiwithED/EA is the concentration of singlet excitons in the i-layer 
near the ED/EA interface and SiwithoutED/EA is the concentration of singlet 
excitons in the i-layer in the absence of the second layer. 

The value of Qi approaching 1 means that excitons are effectively 
quenched by the interface, so the sum of recombination and splitting 
rates of singlet excitons near the interface is much greater than in the 
bulk of the i-layer. In the case of Qi = 0, the recombination and splitting 
rates of singlet excitons near the ED/EA interface are of the same value 
as in the bulk of the i-layer. Translating Qi to the boundary conditions for 
the exciton diffusion equation, (6) and (7), one can notice that Qi = 1 
refers to the conditions S1(d1) = 0 and S2(d1) = 0, while Qi = 0 refers to 

the conditions dS1(x)
dx

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒x=0 = 0 and dS2(x)

dx

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒x=d1+d2 = 0. 

The flux of excitons reaching the ED/EA interface, calculated ac-
cording to (8) and (9) from the solution of equation (5) under boundary 
conditions (6) and (7), takes the following forms:  

• for excitons reaching the ED/EA interface from the layer 1: 

ϕ1 =
(L1κ1)Io1

(1 − (L1κ1)2)

(

L1κ1e− κ1d1 −
A1e

d1
L1 + B1e−

d1
L1

C1

)

(11)  

withA1 = L1κ1e−
d1
L1 − e− κ1d1  

B1 = L1κ1e
d1
L1 + e− κ1d1  

C1 = e−
d1
L1 + e

d1
L1    

• for exciton reaching the ED/EA interface from the layer 2: 

ϕ2 =
(L2κ2)Io110− ABS1

(1 − (L2κ2)2)

(

κ2L2 −
A2 + B2

C2

)

(12)  

withA2 = L2κ2e− κ2d2 − e−
d2
L2  

B2 = L2κ2e− κ2d2 + e
d2
L2  

C2 = e
d2
L2 + e−

d2
L2 

Since the flux ϕ2 is directed opposite to the x-axis, the absolute value 
of ϕ2 is inserted into (4). 

The fluxes of ϕ1 and ϕ2 depend on the following products: Liκi, κidi, 
and the ratio di/Li, however does not depend on τi. It can be said that 
only indirectly the fluxes of ϕ1 and ϕ2 depend on τi, because for long- 
lived excitons, e.g. for triplet excitons, Li can be explicitly higher. 
However, the fluxes of ϕ1 and ϕ2 are determined directly by Li. At this 
point it is worth adding that excitons usually generated in organic cells 
are singlet excitons with the lifetime equal to 10-8 s. 

Quenching of excitons at the ED/EA interface can occur in several 
ways. For example, excitons that reach the ED/EA interface can become 
trapped and then spontaneously recombine. They can also be quenched 
by charge carriers trapped at the ED/EA interface. Finally, with appro-
priate energy offset, they can dissociate to CT states with electrons on EA 
molecules and holes on ED molecules. If bounding energy of such a state 
is not too high, the charge carriers of the pairs can start to penetrate 
organic layers, while electrons penetrate EA layer and holes penetrate 
ED layer [2]. It is worth emphasizing here that Qi→1 at x = d1 always 
indicates strong quenching at the ED/EA interface but does not neces-
sary imply effective generation of electron-hole pair. However, the 
occurance of Jsc in the system with ED/EA simultaneously with an 
adequete correlation between spectra of Jsc and exciton absorption al-
ways results from exciton dissociation at ED/EA interface. 

If ECE and HCE are short-circuited, the current flowing in the cell is 
determined by the generation rate of electron-hole pairs. By assigning 
the probability that an exciton reaching ED/EA interface dissociates to 
the CT state by PSi, the efficiency of exciton splitting can be represented 
as: 

ηsplitting =
PS1ϕ1 + PS2|ϕ2|

ϕ1 + |ϕ2|
(13) 

where PS1 i PS2 are probabilities of CT generation at the ED/EA 
interface by exciton reaching the interface, from layer 1 and layer 2, 
respectively. 

The PSi value of 1 can only be achieved when each exciton that 
reaches the interface generates an electron-hole pair. This happens when 
other processes leading to exciton quenching at the ED/EA interface are 
negligible. Such an ED/EA interface would be considered ideal and 
values of PSi close to 1 should be regarded as worth of further devel-
opment in both planar and bulk photovoltaic structures. The high value 
of ηsplitting can be considered attractive for photovoltaics and for detection 
of VIS radiation [7]. 

3. Details of procedure 

According to (1) the spectrum of EQE can be derived from the Jsc 
spectrum measured with a constant flux of incident photons. Apar from 
ηsplitting, the EQE is determined by three factors, namely ηph− ex , ηGex − ϕex 

and ηtransition. The first one, i.e. ηph− ex, is easy to estimate, because ac-
cording to (3) it can be obtained from absorbance spectra of active 
layers. It can be also obtained from spectra of linear absorption coeffi-
cient of the active layers and their thickness. The second factor, i.e. 
ηGex − ϕex 

defined by (4), can be estimated using (11) and (12). The exciton 
diffusion lengths in ED and EA layers are also needed here. There are 
many methods of determining exciton diffusion length in organic layers, 
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and the values of this parameter are well defined for many organic 
materials [19]. We can then use literature data. 

Quite a complex issue is the factor ηtransition. As mentioned above, its 
spectrum results from all the transmission and absorption processes that 
the photon flux undergoes before reaching the layer 1. We suggest to 
solve this problem experimentally, namely by measuring Jsc at a con-
stant value of the photon flux density entering the layer 1. In this case, 
we do not control the flux of photons incident on the device, but the 
photon flux that has passed through the glass substrate, outer electrode 
and the buffer layer B1. We assumed that it corresponds to the value of 
Io1. Due to definition of EQE (Eq. (1)) and definition of ηtransition, we find 
the following relationships: 

Jsc
eIo1

=
EQE
ηtransition

(14) 

The Jsc measurements made in the above manner result in an 
experimental spectrum of EQE/ηtransition. The product of ηph− ex × ηGex − ϕex

×

ηsplitting can be compared with this spectrum. As described above, ηph− ex ×

ηGex→ϕex 
depends on the thickness of organic layers, their linear absorp-

tion coefficients and the values of exciton diffusion length in both layers. 
Only ηsplitting is an unknown factor, which due to the dependence on ϕ1 

and ϕ2, is also a function of wavelength. The spectrum of ηsplitting is 
shaped by the probability of splitting the exciton into an electron-hole 
pair. It is obvious that this probability may have different values for 
different excitons, i.e. for excitons reaching the ED/EA interface from 
different layers. Therefore , the exciton-splitting probability for the layer 
1 is noted as PS1 and for the layer 2 is noted as PS2. To correlate ηph− ex ×

ηGex − ϕex
× ηsplitting with EQE/ηtransition we can change PS1 and PS2 within the 

range [0,1]. 

4. Application 

The procedure outlined above was used to estimate the efficiency of 
exciton dissociation at two different ED/EA interfaces. Structural 
formulae of molecules used as ED and EA are shown in Fig. 2. Both EA 
materials, namely F16ZnPc and PTCBI, have a wider absorption band 
than DBP used as ED material but the maximum values of the linear 
absorption coefficient are lower than that of DBP. The absorption 
spectrum of F16ZnPc is shifted with respect to DBP towards the longer 
wavelengths and the PTCBI absorption spectrum covers the whole band 
of strong DBP absorption. However, as was mentioned in Introduction the 
energy diagrams of DBP/F16ZnPc and DBP/PTCBI are quite similar and 
seem to be suitable for efficient exciton dissociation at the ED/EA 

interface. The diagrams of energy levels are depicted in Fig. 2. The 
difference between the electron-transporting level in EA and the hole- 
transporting level in ED can be estimated at 0.9 eV for DBP/F16ZnPc 
[24,33], and at 1.0 eV [24,30,34] or 1.5 e V [24,35] for DBP/PTCBI. 

In our devices, the ITO/MoO3 (indium tin oxide/molybdenum 
trioxide) double layer was applied as HCE and the BCP/Ag (bath-
ocuproine/Ag) double layer was applied as ECE. The MoO3 buffer layer 
was incorporated into the system to facilitate hole extraction from DBP 
to ITO, as well as to reduce exciton quenching at ITO [26,29,36,37], 
while BCP was used to improve electron collection at Ag electrode, and 
to prevent damage of the EA layer caused by penetration of Ag atoms 
upon the electrode deposition [26,27]. The analyzed systems have the 
following structures: MoO3(5)/DBP(17)/F16ZnPc(65)/BCP(15)/Ag(50) 
and MoO3(5)/DBP(38)/PTCBI(60)/BCP(15)/Ag(60). Layer thicknesses 
are expressed in nm and shown in parentheses. The structures of the 
samples and the directions of incident radiation are shown in Fig. 2. The 
sample preparation procedure was described in our previous works [38] 
and [39]. 

Figs. 3-7 show the experimental results and their analysis. The Jsc 

Fig.2. Energy diagrams of investigated organic junction, structural formulae of molecules of active layers and layer structures of investigated devices.  

Fig. 3. Spectrum of EQE/ηtransition (circles), spectrum of ηph− ex (line 1), spectrum 
of ϕ1/Io1 atL1 = 16 nm (line 2) and spectrum of |ϕ2|/Io1 atL2 = 9 nm (line 3) are 
shown in the main body of the figure. The Jsc spectrum of the MoO3/DBP/ 
PTCBI/BCP/Ag system (circles) and ABS spectra of the active layers (lines) are 
presented in the inset. The curves in the main body of the figure were simulated 
on the basis of experimental results presented in the inset. 
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spectra obtained with Io1 = 1014 photons/(cm2s) and the EQE/ηtransition 
spectra calculated from Jsc according to (14) are presented in the form of 
solid circles in all figures. The lines in these figures show the ABS spectra 
of the ED and EA layers, as well as ones obtained on their basis: exciton 
generation efficiency spectra (ηph− ex), spectra of the exciton flux reach-
ing the ED/EA interface divided by Io1 (i. e. ϕ1/Io1, |ϕ2|/Io1), and the 
spectra of the product ηph− ex × ηGex − ϕex

× ηsplitting calculated at particular 
values of PS1 and PS2. 

The experimental spectra of Jsc and ABS of active layers in the tested 
devices are shown in insets of Fig. 3 and Fig. 6. In the remaining figures 
solid circles represent the EQE/ηtransition obtained from Jsc. Comparing 
Fig. 3 and Fig. 6, we notice that the maximum of EQE/ηtransition for DBP/ 
PTCBI is almost 5 times greater than for DBP/F16ZnPc. On the other 
hand, it is seen that the amount of excitons generated per unit time in-
terval is roughly the same, as the maximum value of ηph− ex for the device 

with DBP/PTCBI is 0.91 at 608 nm and for the device with DBP/F16ZnPc 
is 0.82 at 610 nm (see lines 1 in Fig. 3 and in Fig. 6). The comparison of 
ϕ1/Io1 in Fig. 3 and ϕ1/Io1 in Fig. 6 (see lines 2 in both figures) leads to 
the conclusion that the exciton flux from the DBP side in DBP/PTCBI is 
30% lower than the same flux in DBP/F16ZnPc in the range of strong 
DBP absorption. 

The effect of filtering of light by DBP is easily noticed in Fig. 3 and 
Fig. 6. This effect causes a weak generation of excitons in EA layer within 
strong absorption of DBP and simultaneously causes that the flux of 
excitons in EA at ED/EA interface takes minima at maxima of DBP ab-
sorption. Therefore, the contribution of excitons generated in EA to the 

EQE
ηtransition 

spectrum can be only seen apart from strong DBP absorption. 
On the other hand, the effect of exciton diffusion length in DBP and 

splitting probability of DBP excitons at ED/EA can be seen in the case of 
strong DBP absorption. Fig. 4 shows the spectra of EQE

ηtransition 
derived from 

Fig. 4. Spectrum of EQE/ηtransition (circles) and spectra of PS1ϕ1/Io1 (lines) for 
four sets of parameters: 1 -L1 = 8 nm andPS1 = 1; 2 - L1=16 nm andPS1 = 0.8; 3 
- L1=24 nm andPS1 = 0.55; 4 - L1=24 nm andPS1 = 1.0. The curves in the figure 
were simulated on the basis of experimental results presented in the inset 
of Fig. 3. 

Fig. 5. Spectrum of EQE/ηtransition (circles) and spectra of ηph− ex × ηGex − ϕex
×

ηsplitting atL1 = 16 nm andL2 = 9 nm for two sets of splitting probability, 
namelyPS1 = PS2 = 0.8 (line 1) andPS1 = PS2 = 0.24 (line 2). The curves were 
simulated on the basis of experimental results presented in the inset of Fig. 3. 

Fig. 6. Spectrum of EQE/ηtransition (circles), spectrum of ηph− ex (line 1), spectrum 
of ϕ1/Io1 atL1 = 16 nm (line 2) and spectrum of |ϕ2|/Io1 atL2 = 10 nm (line 3) 
are shown in the main body of the figure. The Jsc spectrum of MoO3/DBP/ 
F16ZnPc/BCP/Ag system (circles) and ABS spectra of the active layers (lines) 
are presented in the inset. The curves in the main body of the figure were 
simulated on the basis of experimental results presented in the inset. 

Fig. 7. Spectrum of EQE/ηtransition (circles) and spectrum of ηph− ex × ηGex − ϕex
×

ηsplitting atL1 = 16 nm, L2= 10 nm, PS1 = 0.11 and PS2 = 0.12 (line) are shown in 
the main body of the figure. Spectra of PS1ϕ1/Io1 atL1 = 16 nm, PS1 = 0.11 and 
PS2ϕ2/Io1 atL2 = 10 nm, PS2 = 0.12 (lines) together with spectrum of EQE/
ηtransition (circles) are shown in the inset. The curves were simulated on the basis 
of experimental results presented in the inset of Fig. 6. 
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ABS of DBP layer for different sets of L1 and PS1. It was assumed that no 
excitons are generated in PTCBI, so EQE

ηtransition 
should correlate PS1ϕ1

Io1
. As an 

example, spectra of PS1ϕ1
Io1 

are shown for four sets of parameters, namely 
forL1 = 8 nm andPS1 = 1; L1=16 nm andPS1 = 0.8; L1=24 nm andPS1 =

0.55; forL1 = 24 nm andPS1 = 1.0. It is clearly visible that L1 = 8 nm 
leads to too small PS1ϕ1

Io1 
to be compared with EQE

ηtransition
. In order to get values 

corresponding to Jsc in the range of strong absorption of DBP the DBP 
exciton diffusion length should be equal to or greater than 13.8 nm. The 
value of L1 = 13.8 nm would lead to a correlation between PS1ϕ1

Io1 
and 

EQE
ηtransition 

under assumption that all the excitons reaching the ED/EA 
interface from the DBP side are effectively split into electron-hole pairs, 
i. e. atPS1 = 1. 

In the case when PS1 < 1, the value of L1 should be suitably greater 
than 13.8 nm. However, with the increase in exciton diffusion length, 
the structure of PS1ϕ1/Io1 becomes more expressive, i. e. the difference 
between local maxima and local minima of PS1ϕ1

Io1 
increases and this effect 

should be also noticeable in the EQE/ηtransition spectrum (compare spec-
trum of PS1ϕ1

Io1 
at 16 nm and 0.8 with spectrum of PS1ϕ1

Io1 
at 24 nm and 0.55). 

Diffusion length for excitons in DBP is reported as equal to 16 nm [24]. 
For such a value of L1, the spectrum of PS1ϕ1

Io1 
best fitted to EQE/ηtransition in 

the strong DBP abosrption is obtained at PS1 = 0.8 (compare line 2 with 
circles in Fig. 4). Therefore, we can conclude that probability that ex-
citons generated in DBP and reaching the ED/EA interface split into 
electron-hole pairs at DBP/PTCBI interface equals 80%. 

The best fitted spectrum of ηph− ex × ηGex − ϕex
× ηsplitting encluding also 

exciton generated in PTCBI is presented in the main body of Fig. 5. 
Respecting exciton generation in PTCBI (of diffusion length equal to 9 
nm and assuming splitting probability for these excitons at 0.8) the 
range of good correlation between ηph− ex × ηGex − ϕex

× ηsplitting and EQE/
ηtransition becomes explicitly wider due to better fit on the left part of 
strong DBP absorption. Spectra of ηph− ex × ηGex − ϕex

× ηsplitting and EQE/
ηtransition correlate well in a wide range of VIS reaching up to 650 nm. 
Therefore, we can say that the probability of exciton splitting at the 
DBP/PTCBI interface equal to 0.8 is well supported by experimental 
results. 

However, for wavelengths longer than the wavelengths in strong 
DBP absorption, i.e. for wavelengths greater than ca. 650 nm, spectrum 
of ηph− ex × ηGex − ϕex

× ηsplitting poorly correlates with EQE/ηtransition. 
Assuming an exciton splitting of 0.24 would lead to better correlation. 
However, the thesis about weaker dissociation of excitons generated in 
this range raises some doubts, therefore this problem requires further 
research. In general, it can be said that for relatively low EQE values and 
when the EQE spectrum does not give a distinct structure, there is a wide 
range of possibility to fit ηph− ex × ηGex − ϕex

× ηsplitting to EQE/ηtransition for 
many values of exciton diffusion length and exciton-splitting 
probability. 

Fig. 6 shows spectrum of EQE/ηtransition obtained on ITO/MoO3/DBP/ 
F16ZnPc/BCP/Ag and the spectrum of ηph− ex × ηGex − ϕex

× ηsplitting calcu-
lated from the ABS spectra of the DBP and F16ZnPc layers. The same 
value as in the ITO/MoO3/DBP/PTCBI/BCP/Ag system was taken for L1, 
i.e. 16 nm. This approach is dictated not only by the same kind of ma-
terial but by the same deposition conditions and the same substrates as 
well. To obtain the correlation between ηph− ex × ηGex − ϕex

× ηsplitting and 
EQE/ηtransition within strong DBP absorption and withL1 = 16 nm we must 
assume PS1 equal to 0.11 (inset in Fig. 7). Such a value of PS1 compared 
to the value of 0.8 obtained for the ITO/MoO3/DBP/PTCBI/DBP/Ag 
system clearly indicates that the excitons generated in DBP undergo 
much weaker splitting into electron-hole pairs at the DBP/F16ZnPc 
interface than at the DBP/PTCBI interface. 

Also the excitons generated in F16ZnPc show weak splitting at the 
DBP/F16ZnPc interface. For calculation it was assumed thatPS2 = 0.12. 
As shown in Fig. 7, the taken values of PS1 and PS2 give a good fit of 

ηph− ex × ηGex − ϕex
× ηsplitting to EQE/ηtransition in the whole range of the 

studied spectrum of Jsc, i. e. in strong absorption of DBP and in strong 
absorption of F16ZnPc. Regarding the fit shown (see Fig. 7) and con-
sideringPS2 = 0.12 the exciton diffusion length in F16ZnPc can be esti-
mated at 10 nm. 

Summaring up, it can be concluded that our analysis clearly indicates 
a much higher efficiency of exciton splitting at DBP/PTCBI than at DBP/ 
F16ZnPc. The probability of exciton splitting at the DBP/PTCBI interface 
equal to 0.8 makes the junction quite attractive for organic photovol-
taics (here also for indoor photovoltaics) and for organic photodetectors 
for VIS range. On the other hand, the DBP/F16ZnPc interface does not 
show any favourable properties for photovoltaics. 

5. Summary 

The work presents a procedure for estimating the efficiency of 
exciton splitting at ED/EA interface. The procedure consists in corre-
lating the spectrum of ηph− ex × ηGex − ϕex

× ηsplitting (obtained from the ABS 
spectra, exciton diffusion length and active layers thickness) with the 
spectrum of EQE/ηtransition (obtained from the Jsc spectrum at the constant 
density of the photon flux entering the outer active organic layer). The 
fitting parameters are the exciton splitting probabilities at ED/EA 
interface. 

The presented procedure was applied to two different photovoltaic 
systems: ITO/MoO3/DBP/PTCBI/BCP/Ag and ITO/MoO3/DBP/ 
F16ZnPc/BCP/Ag. When we assume that the exciton diffusion length in 
DBP is unknown, we can conclude from our analysis that the exciton 
diffusion length in DBP is not shorter than 13.8 nm. On the other hand, if 
we take the value of this parameter from literature, i.e. 16 nm [24], we 
can conclude that probability of splitting of excitons generated in DBP 
equals 0.8 for DBP/PTCBI and only 0.11 for DBP/F16ZnPc. Thus, instead 
of similarity of the energy diagrams of the two junctions, they show a 
distinctly different dissociation ability of excitons. Only the DBP/PTCBI 
interface can be considered attractive for organic photvoltaics and 
organic photodetection. 
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